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INTERIOR
Control Panel
Yacht control panels are electronic devices for the remote control of one or more
pieces of equipment including windlasses, navigation lights etc.
These devices can control the windlass, thrusters, navigation lights, alarms, video
surveillance systems, windshield wipers, engines, fuel, water and oil levels,
generators and other equipment.

To operate this panel you need to remember that, when the button is RED that means
it’s ON and when the button is WHITE it’s OFF. Do not forget to close the buttons
after use.
-

-

-

ELECTRONICS: When you open this button you turn on the autopilot, plotter,
and wind plotter.
NAVIGATION LIGHTS: When you open this button you turn on the outside
lights (white-red-green).
STEAMING LIGHT: When you open this button you turn on the steam light.
For example when you use together the sails and engine you must open it. If
you press the steaming light button you will notice that are open and the
navigation lights.
DECK FLOODLIGHT: When you open this button you turn on the deck light.
ANCHOR LIGHT: When you open this button you turn on the anchor light.
LIGHTING: When you open this button you turn on the cabins and saloon
lights.
BILGE PUMP: When you open this button you turn on the bilge pump, if you
press it one (1) time it works manual and if you press it two (2) times it works
automatically.
AUX: When you open this button you can use the USB sockets.
FRESH WATER PUMP: When you open this button you turn on the fresh
water.
FRIDGE UNIT: When you open this button you turn on the fridge.
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Batteries / Water/ Diesel Viewer
A battery / Water / Diesel indicator is a device which gives information about a
battery, water level, or diesel level.

The control panel viewer is used to control the electrical functions in the living area of
your motor home and to display information about engine and leisure battery charge
levels, and fresh water/diesel tank levels.
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Generator

You will find the generator panel at the salon area.
Switching on (from panel):
-

Before you turn on the generator put the switch in position zero (0).

-

Press ON/OFF button marked by the symbol
.
The circuit switches on and the panel test starts.
When the led light is ON, it indicates that the panel controls are enabled.
Press START briefly. The START key is “assisted,” and one push on it for at
least 1 second is enough to begin the aforementioned start operation. If the
START button is continuously pressed, the starter shall remain connected until
the button is released.
When the generator works, after one minute, put the switch in position two (2)

-

Stopping (from panel):
-

Before you stopping the generator put the switch in position zero (0).
Briefly press STOP.

-

Press ON/OFF button marked by the symbol

.

ATTETION:
-

Position one (1): when you use ONLY shore power.
Position zero (0): when you use ONLY engine (No Shore power, No
Generator).
Position two (2): when you use ONLY generator.
Do not use both, never, Shore power and Generator.
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Operation Generator from the Local Panel (Only in emergency
situations)

Start / Stop:
The on board panel is different from the dashboard one. You will find it at the cockpit
area between the steering wheels, if you open the locker. For the switching on and
switching off, follow the same indications of the cap:
- Switching the equipment ON from the local panel:
Rotate the selector further towards the “Start” position to begin the starting cycle. The
starting cycle is identical to that controlled by the remote panel.
- Stopping the equipment from the local panel:
Before stopping the equipment, disconnect all the applications, switching on the
circuit breaker, and leave it to function without any load for about 1 minute. Bring the
selector back to the “Local” position; the circuit will switch off.
Remark: Rotate the selector to the “Remote” position to bring back the dashboard
controls. In the case of maintenance or other operation, is needed to enable the
Generator by using the on board panel, and is necessary, keeping the EOS panel
enabled, to turn the selector “Remote-Local-Start” on the “Local” position. On the
display EOS will be displayed “Automatic Mode. Remark: if the Generator is in
motion for being previously started by the dashboard control, it can be stopped by
rotating the selector to “local” position.
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Water maker

To use the water maker you need to follow the
steps (image up):

-

Press START and wait until the water maker

starts.

-

After use you need to FLUSH the water

maker.

-

To stop the water maker press STOP and
wait until the machine stops.
In emergency situation (image left) to stop the
water maker you need to go at the cockpit area,
between the steering wheels, as you open the locker
you will find it, and you must press the red button.
Attention: Do not use the water maker while you
are doing sailing, it is normal to use it when you are
anchorage or in a port.
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Battery Charger Location
A battery charger or recharger is a device that stores energy in a battery by running an
electric current through it. The Cristec Charger supplies a maximum capacity
wherever you are via auto-ranging.
You will find it at the engine room.
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Radio
Radio works by transmitting and receiving electromagnetic waves. The radio signal is
an electronic current moving back and forth very quickly. A transmitter radiates this
field outward via an antenna; a receiver then picks up the field and translates it to the
sounds heard through the radio.
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VHF

A very high frequency (VHF) transceiver is a device that is composed of a transmitter
and receiver that operates between 30 megahertz (MHz) to 300 megahertz (MHz).
The wavelength of a VHF transceiver varies between 39.37 inches (1 m) to 393.70
inches (10 m), mainly depending on the frequency used.
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GMDSS

The Dual Energy Power Supplies and Battery Chargers are
designed and developed for charging and maintenance of
voltage on lead-acid batteries and provide consistent and
uninterrupted power supply (main or backup). You will find it
at the chart table area.

General Switches
This battery master switch functions as a battery isolator and a theft deterrent device.
The battery master switch is commonly used in vehicle applications, such as marine,
transportation and automotive. The switch has an impact-resistant housing and has a
detachable key for added security.
Service / Engine

You will find the service and engine battery switches in the
corner of leaving room you need to open the cupboard.

Thruster

The switch that turns off the Thruster battery power will
be found in bow right cabin, lifting the bed mattress.
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Thermal Fuses
Fuses are mechanisms that are inserted into an electrical circuit in order to interrupt
the supply of electricity throughout the electrical installation or in individual circuits
of the installation, when large current values occur due to short circuit or overload to
protect the wiring lines. Are always installed after the circuit breakers and are never
installed in ground conductors. The use of these fuses is as follows:

12V Control Panel / Bilge Pump / Vhf / Solar Panels

The most of fuses you
will find them back from
the control panel and in
the corner of leaving
room, lifting the bed
mattress.

Anchor fuse

At the image indicates fuse of the Windlass. In case the fuse has
fallen, you will see the yellow plastic in zero (0) position, almost
vertically, with the use of your hand (fingers) you press the
yellow plastic down so that it reaches a horizontal position one (1)
and clicks!!! Then does an operation test to find out if everything
is working properly.
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Electric Winch

At the image indicates fuse of the Electric Winch. In case the
fuse has fallen, you will see the yellow plastic in zero (0)
position, almost vertically, with the use of your hand (fingers)
you press the yellow plastic down so that it reaches a horizontal
position one (1) and clicks!!! Then does an operation test to find
out if everything is working properly.

Electric Platform

At the image indicates fuse of the Electric Platform. In case
the fuse has fallen, you will see the yellow plastic in zero (0)
position, almost vertically, with the use of your hand (fingers)
you press the yellow plastic down so that it reaches a
horizontal position one (1) and clicks!!! Then does an
operation test to find out if everything is working properly.
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Batteries Location
A battery is a device that stores chemical energy and converts it to electrical energy.
The chemical reactions in a battery involve the flow of electrons from one material
(electrode) to another, through an external circuit. The flow of electrons provides an
electric current that can be used to do work.

Service / Engine

You will find the service and engine batteries in front of
stairs you need to open the locker at the floor.

Thruster

You will find the thruster batteries on the bow right
cabins under the bed.
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Water System
Freshwater pumps deliver water to fixtures onboard a boat. Pressurized water systems
make life aboard more comfortable by providing water "on tap" for dishwashing,
showers and other applications.

Location of fresh water pump

You will find the fresh water pump in the corner of leaving
room you need to open the cupboard.

Location bilge pump

A bilge pump is a water pump used to remove bilge water.
You will find it on the floor and under the kitchen table. On
this yacht the bilge pump is automatic. So keep the
corresponding button always on.
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Operation of toilet pumps

The toilet is one of the most used pieces of equipment on your boat. Correct operation
of the toilet is essential for the safety and comfort of your crew and craft.
Open inlet and outlet seacocks (and secondary
valves if fitted).
Half fill the bowl with warm fresh water.
Keeping the Flush Control Lever in the Shut
(
) position, pump out the warm water.

Normal use
Open inlet and outlet seacocks (and secondary valves if fitted).
Before use, ensure that there is enough water
in the bowl to prevent the toilet paper
becoming compacted at the bottom of the
bowl. If the bowl is empty, move the Flush
Control Lever to the Open (
) position
and pump the handle up and down until the
flushing pump is primed and water enters
the bowl. Then Shut (
) the Flush
Control.
Operate the pump with long, smooth strokes
for efficient and easy operation.
During use, pump as necessary to keep the
contents of the bowl low enough for comfort.
Use good quality hard or soft household toilet paper, but do not use more than
necessary.
After use, keep the Flush Control Shut (

) and pump until the bowl is empty.

When the bowl is empty, Open (
) the Flush Control
again, and continue to pump until all waste has either left
the boat, or reached the holding tank (allow 7 complete
up/down strokes per meter (yard) length of discharge
pipework).
NOTE: Do not put in: Sanitary Towels, Wet Strength
Tissues, Cotton Wool, Cigarettes, Matches, Chewing
Gum, or any solid objects, Petrol, Diesel, Oil, Solvents of
any kind or water more than hand hot.
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Operation of shower pumps

On this boat the shower pumps are automatics.

Operation /Location of Waste tanks/valves

A stop-and-waste valve is a fitting that
attaches to your irrigation sprinkler lines, and
it prevents waste from freezing. When closed,
they go to waste tank until you open the valve.
As all valves, when it's vertical to the tube
connected to it, it is closed and the excrement
ends at the waste tanks. When it is parallel to the tube then it is open and the waste
tank contents are emptied to the sea. You will find four waste valves. The 1st is
outside of the stern left toilet before you entrance to the toilet open the locker at the
floor. The 2nd is at the bow right cabin you need to open the locker under the door.
The 3rd is at the bow left cabin you need to open the locker under the door. The 4th is
at the skipper cabin.
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Oven/Stove
In order to turn on the oven or a hob, press the respective switch
inwards and turn clockwise. Without letting go light up the hob with a
lighter and hold for 5 seconds, then release. If the flame does not hold
try holding in the switch for longer. Also make sure no liquids are
spilled on the hobs.

Location of gas valves inside

In case you need to insulate the gas inlet in the kitchen under the
sink, opening the cupboard there is the gas outlet valve in the
kitchen. When the valve is parallel to the pipe it is open and
when it is perpendicular to the pipe it is closed.

Location of Gas bottles

For more safety if you want to close all system of gas you
need to go outside at the starboard side and to open the
locker. There, you will find the bottles gas. If you turn the
valve clockwise you open the gas system and when you
turn the valve from the other direction you close the gas
system.
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Engine
An engine is some machine that converts energy from a fuel to some mechanical
energy, creating motion in the process.

Emergency stop

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY AND ONLY IN THIS
CASE!!!
If you need to turn off the engine, you will be directed to
the rear right cabin to have a picture of the engine as in the
photo.
If you want to turn it off, you will press the red button
down and rotate it to the left.

Engine oil check

If you want to check your oil, you will be directed to the rear
right cabin to have a picture of the engine oil as in the photo.
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Saildrive oil check

If you want to check your saildrive oil, you will be directed to
the rear right cabin to have a picture of the saildrive oil as in
the photo.

Engine Valves

This boat has two diesel
tanks. If you want
change the tanks you
need to go at the stern
right cabin, under the
bed. There you will find
a handle.
- Handle
pull
pushed: Fuel feed and
return on port tank.
- Handle
pull
pulled: Fuel feed and
return on starboard tank.
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EXTERIOR
Thruster Controller
Thrusters are designed with propellers facing in a sideways direction so when they are
turned on, they push the bow or stern of a boat sideways through the water, in
either direction. If only one thruster is used, for example in the bow, then the boat will
also turn and change orientation.

-

- PANEL ON: push both “ON” buttons
simultaneously, thruster deploys.
- PANEL OFF: push “OFF” button, thruster
retracts. Operate thruster by pushing red and green
arrows. You press left you go left, you press right you go
right.
- STATUS/ALARM LEDS: YELLOW LED solid
light means panel is on. GREEN LED flashes during
deploy phase, Solid GREEN LED indicates thruster
deployed and ready to operate.
- RED LED flashes during retract phase, all LEDs
out when panel/thruster is shut down. If something
unexpected happens while deploying/retracting thruster,
the LEDs will flash alarm codes according to form on
next page.
The panel will shut off automatically if not operated for approximately 6-9
minutes.
ATTETION: Do not use it continuously, it is better to use it for 2-3 second,
and then you leave it.
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Autopilot Operation

Electric Winch
Electric winches allow crew to trim any size sail with the push of a button. Choices
include 1, 2-, and 3-speeds, in self-tailing, shaped, or sandblasted grips, standard or
wide drums. Energy-efficient motors accomplish more work per unit of electricity
consumed. Motors attach to central drive shaft and drive through winch gears for
mechanical advantage.

To use correct the electric winch and manual winches you
must put clockwise the rope 3-4 circles. After that you must
put brake and then you can use it. One of the winches on
this boat is electric with two (2) speeds.
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Operation Platform
The platform of this yacht is automatic. To
operate the platform you need to go at the
cockpit area and to press the up and down
buttons. Check the photo. Start from left to right:
-

Spare button.
You open the cockpit lights.
You open the platform.
You close the platform.
Spare button.

Engine Control Panel
An engine control unit (ECU), also commonly called an engine control
module (ECM), is a type of electronic control unit that controls a series
of actuators on an internal combustion engine to ensure optimal engine performance.

How to turn on your engine?
-

You press ON/OFF button marked by the

symbol
and then you press the start/stop
continuously until the engine stars.
How turn off your engine?

-

You press continuously the start/stop, and
then you press ON/OFF button marked by the symbol
continuously until the engine stop.
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Outboard
How to start the outboard:
1. Make sure there is plenty of gasoline/petrol in the outboard
fuel tanks.
2. Open the fuel valve.
3. Open the air from the top.
4. Set the outboard to neutral.
5. Place your ignition key.
6. Set the throttle to 2/3 and
7. Pull the rope until the outboard turns.

Entries Water

This yacht has three water tanks.
The 1st entrance is at the bow left side. There you will find the
water cap. It writes up water.
The 2nd entrance is in the middle left side. There you will find
the water cap. It writes up water.
The 3rd entrance is in the middle right side. There you will find
the water cap. It writes up water.

Entries Diesel

This yacht has two diesel tanks.
When you want to refill it you need to go at the stern right and
stern left side in front of steering wheels. Open the locker. There
you will find the diesel cap. It writes up diesel.
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Chain marking
The boat has approximately 80 meters chain total. Every ten (10m) meters the chain
marked with colors as follows:
-

10 meters White.
20 meters Blue.
30 meters Green.
40 meters Yellow.
50 meters Red.
The last 10 meters are painted with full Red and secured with Rope.
ATTENTION

1. When you throw the anchor you need to be careful the bow side to do not
damage it.
2. When retrieving the anchor and when the blue mark appears, the anchor will
be just below 15m under the surface. Proceed slowly at this point to avoid
damaging at the bow and at the bowsprit.
3. The engine must be running when you use the windlass motor.
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Sails
Main Sail

On this yacht you have full batten main sail
with 3 reefs, which means when you want to
open the main sail you must release all reefs
and pick up the main halyard. This procedure
must be simultaneously. If you want to close
the main sail you must take back one by one
all the reefs and to release the main halyard.
This procedure must be simultaneously

Genoa

On this yacht you have genoa sheets, which means when
you want to open the genoa you must release the genoa
sheet and to take out the genoa furling. This procedure
must be simultaneously. If you want to close the genoa
sail you must release the furling rope and to pull the
genoa sheet. This procedure must be simultaneously.
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